Let m = n. A rectangular m × n × p proper array is a three dimensional array composed of directed cubes that obeys certain connectivity and arrow constraints.
Introduction
The classification of word representations associated with m × n × p proper arrays is a direct continuation of the counting procedure used to enumerate the letter representations associated with m × n × p proper arrays. [8] (Recall that the letter representation associated with an m × n × p proper array is the associated word representation without the arrows.) By enumerating the set of word representationa associated with m × n × p proper arrays, we are able to predict the size of the cellular automaton M (m,n) , where M (m,n) is the square matrix that governs how an m × n × p proper array evolves into an m × n × (p + 1) proper array. [1] , [2] ,[9] Since a computer program constructs M (m,n) , by knowing the size of the matrix, we are able to determine the number of calculations this program must process in its construction of M (m,n) . [1] , [2] Hence, we can predict the amount of computer time and memory necessary for the computation of M (m,n) . At this time, we have a good approximation for row and column size of M (m,n) when m = n. In order to exactly determine the basis size of M (m,n) , we need to eventually apply the Bulge Rule to the calculations presented in this paper. [1] , [2] , [3] Word Representations of Rectangular m × n × p Proper Arrays describes the geomtric and combinatoric techniques needed to calculate, when m = n, the upper bound on the cardinality of the set of m × n word representations.
Word Representations of Rectangular m × n × p Proper Arrays is divided into five sections. In Section 1, we define both an m × n × p proper array and its associated word representation. In Section 2, we discuss, for m = n, various symmetry constraints. From these symmetry constraints, a formula is developed that predicts an upper bound on the number of possible word representations associated with m × n × p proper arrays. The number of such connected structures provides the means for calculatimg the size of M (m,n) . [1] , [2] Sections 3 through 5 determine generating functions associated with the four quantities present in the formula of Section 2. Each quantity is associated with a particular symmetry restriction. Since the word representations are related to the Bell Numbers [7] , we should note that the generating functions are exponential in nature.
Proper Arrays and Word Representations
The basic geometric piece needed for the construction of a proper array is a directed cube. A directed cube is a cube whose five sides contain a circular indentation, while the sixth side has an outward extentind plug or arrow. Clearly, by fitting the arrow of one directed cube into any indentation of another directed cube, we can build arrays.
Definition:
An m × n × p proper array is a three-dimensional array of directed cubes that obeys the following two conditions:
i. The array is 5-way flat. This means only the front face has outward pointing arrows. ii. We define an island to be a component that does not reach the front face. The array can not have islands. An m × n × p proper array has the property that its underlying geometric structure is captured by the geometry inherent in the front face. In particular, by letting each distinct component be denoted by a distinct letter and any outward pointing arrows be depicited as circles inscribed in a square, the geometry of the front face (and hence the entire proper array) is recorded as m × n grid of arrowed letters. This m × n grid of arrowed letters is called the word representation of the m × n × p proper array. At the bottom left corner, the word representation is given. This word representation records the components(colored letters) and arrows(circles) present in the front face of the three-dimensional array. At the bottom right corner, the letter representation is given. The letter representation is only concerned with components.
By applying path connected arguments to the underlying m × n × p proper array, it is fairly straight forward exercise to prove Remark 1. 
Enumerating Letter Representations

Rectangular Symmetry
Our goal is to fix m and n, and determine an upper bound on the number of word representations associated with m × n × p proper arrays. In order to do this, we take into account the symmetry associated with an m × n × p proper array. Such a symmetry tranformation must take the front face of the proper array to itself. The number of symmetry transformations associated with a proper array depends on whether m = n. If m = n, then the proper array has rectangular symmetry. Such an array has four symmetry tranformations, namely a horizontal reflection, a vertical reflection, a rotation by 180 degrees, and the identity tranformation. When enumerating word representations, it is only necessry to enumerate those word representations associated with m×n×p proper arrays that are distinct from each other when applying the four symmetry transformations. In other words, given two word representations, C and D, C is equivalent to D if and only if D can be transformed into C by applying a series of rotations and reflections. If C is equivalent to D, we only need to count C when calculating the number of word representations associated with m × n × p proper arrays. • rotation of the orginal array. The bottom right corner depicits a vertical reflection of the orginal array. The remaining diagram depicits a horizontal reflection of the orginal array.
These four symmetry images are only counted once in the enumeration procedure.
The Enumeration Formula
Since two word representations are considered to be equivalent if and only if there is a symmetry transformation which maps one to the other, any formula that enumerates the set of word representations associated with m × n × p arrays must apply the various symmetry transformations to the entire collection of m × n arrowed letter arrays that obey Remark 1.1. Let P (m,n) be the number of m × n arrowed letter arrays that obey Remark 1.1. In other words, by ignoring the Bulge Rule, P (m,n) can be thought of as the set of all word representations associated with m × n × p proper arrays. Let p j (mn, c) be the m × n arrowed letter arrays that have c components (letters) and j arrows. Note that
where i.
ii. M j (mn) counts the number of m × n letter arrays composed of j components. In particular, if B (m,n) denotes the mn th Bell Number, then (8, 5) . First note that a 4 × 2 grid is transformed into an 8 × 1 vertical column. Once this is done, we assume, without loss of generality, that three arrows occur in the top three spaces. Finally, let p count the number of times the arrowed components A, B, and C occur in the bottom 5 spaces.
Clearly, the quantities M j (mn) and p j (mn, c) will appear in any expression that enumerates m × n word representations. In order to use M j (mn) and p j (mn, c) in these various combinatoric expressions, we need to develop algebraic formultions of (2.1) and (2.2). In particular, Remarks 2.1 and 2.2 provide generating functions associated with the quantities M j (mn) and p j (mn, c).
Note that Remark 2.1 is a direct extrapolation of the following representation of the Bell Numbers.
[4], [5] , [6] , [7] 
Finally, by summing the generaing function associated with p j (mn, c) over both j and c, we are able to derive the generting function for P (m,n) . In other words
With all the preliminary information in place, we are ready to develop a formula that provides an upper bound on the number of word representations associated with rectangular m × n × p proper arrays. In order to discover this upper bound, we determine whether a given m × n array of arrowed letters, called A, is fixed via any of the four symmetry transformations. If A is not fixed via symmetry, A has four equivalent images. Any formula we derive to enumerate m × n word representations must take into account that the four images are the same. If A is fixed under a symmetry transformation, it has at most two symmetry images. Define W (m,n) to be the number of m × n word representations modulo symmetry. Note that the Bulge Rule is not applied to W (m,n) . Hence, W (m,n) is our desired upper bound. The previously discussion explains why the divisions by four and two appear in the formula for W (m,n) . It can be shown that the m × n arrowed letter arrays arrays can be divided into five subsets, where the first subset is composed of the arrowed letter arrays fixed only by horizontal reflection, the second subset contains the arrowed letter arrays fixed only by vertical reflection, the third subset contains the arrowed letter arrays which obey only 180 • degree rotation, the fourth subset contain the arrowed letter arrays that fixed under two or more symmetry transformations, and the fifth subset is the complement of the previous four (and contains elements which do not have any inherent symmetry). In each of these five subsets, we do not worry about the Bulge Rule. In particular, i. Let S (m,n) count the number of m × n arrowed letter arrays that are fixed via horizontal reflection, vertical reflection, and 180 • degree rotation. Such an arrowed letter array is defined to be self symmetric. Self symmetric arrowed letter arrays only have one symmetry image.
ii. Let H (m,n) count the number of m × n arrowed letter arrays fixed via horizontal reflection.
Then, H (m,n) −S (m,n) counts the m×n arrowed letter arrays that are fixed only by horizontal reflection. The arrowed letter arrays that obey only horizontal reflection have two equivalent symmetry images.
iii. Let V (m,n) count the number of m × n arrowed letter arrays fixed via vertical reflection. Then, V (m,n) − S (m,n) counts the m × n arrowed letter arrays that are fixed only by vertical reflection. The arrowed letter arrays that obey only vertical reflection have two equivalent symmetry images.
iv. Let R (m,n) count the number of m × n arrowed letter arrays fixed via 180
• rotation. Then, R (m,n) − S (m,n) counts the m × n arrowed letter arrays that are fixed only by rotation. The arrowed letter arrays that obey only 180
• rotation have two equivalent symmetry images.
counts the m × n arrowed letter arrays that have four distinct symmetry images. That is, C (m,n) is the number of m × n arrowed letter arrays that are not fixed under any symmetry tranformation.
The above discussion implies that W (m,n) , the number of m × n word representations modulo symmetry, is determined as follows:
Generating Function for Horizontal/Vertical Symmetry
In order to use (2.4), we need to find generating functions for H (m,n) , V (m,n) , R (m,n) , and S (m,n) . There is one main geometric technique used to form the geometric sums that give rise to the necessary generating functions. This technique involves subdiving the arrowed letter array into smaller subsections. In particular, if only one symmetry tranformation is used (say horzontal reflection), we divide the underlying m × n array into two halves. If two or more transformations are applied, such as in the case of S (m,n) , the same array is divided into quarters. In either case, we can arbitrarily fill one of the halves/quarters with any arrangement of arrowed letters which obeys Remark 1.1, and then use symmetry to fill the remaining half/quarters of this array. The trick to this technique is to carefully subdivide around any row/columns that will be fixed under the symmetry transformations. Thus, we must take into account whether m and n have even or odd parity. Hence, the generating functions for a single operation, (say H (m,n) ), will vary, depending on whether m and/or n are odd.
We begin our construction of generating functions by calculating the two generating functions associated with H (m,n) . We should note that by interchanging the role of m and n in the ensuing formulas, we will also have generating functions for V (m,n) . In all of the formulas throughout this paper, m denotes the row dimension while n denote the column dimension. In the first generating function, the underlying array has an even number of rows. Thus, no row or column is fixed by horizontal reflection. The underlying geometry is a matter of filling the first m rows in a manner that obeys Remark 1.1 and then, using horizontal reflection, see how the component are transformed into the bottom m rows. For unarrowed components, there are three possible methods of transformation, while for the arrowed components, there are only two possible transformations. This geometry is captured in the following sum.
where, (i.) j is the number of components/letters in the top half of the 2m × n array (ii.) q counts the number of the j components which have arrows. Note that an arrowed component must go to a new letter or to some previously unarrowed component. For the unarrowed components, there are three possiblties.
(iii.) w counts the number of interchanges between unarrowed components.
(iv.) t counts the number of interchanges between an arrowed component and an unarrowed component. For the arrowed components, there are two possible transformations. The first type of transformation involves the arrowed letter A evolving into new component X. The second type of transformation is depicited in ther right hand diagram. In this case, the arrowed letter B interchanges with a unarrowed letter A. This type of interchange is enumerated by t.
The following calculations verify that the generating function for H(2m, n) is
The next sum enumerates those (2m + 1) × n arrowed letter arrays that obey horizontal reflective symmetry. In this case, we must contend with a fixed middle row. The strategy is to fill in the top m rows in a manner that obeys Remark 1.1. Next, we determine which of those unarrowed components occur in the middle row. If a component occurs in the middle row, it must occur in the bottom m rows also. Finally, for the components that occur only in the top m rows, we repeat the strategy used in the case of H(2m, n).
where, (i.) j counts the number of components in the top m rows.
(ii.) i counts the number of arrowed components in the top m rows. Hence, there are j − i unarrowed components. These are the only components that can occupy the middle row.
(iii.) q counts how many of the j − i components occupy the middle row.
(iv.) k counts the positions in the middle row occupied by the q components. (v.) E counts the number of arrows in the q components.
(vi.) v counts the number of components occuring in the remaining n − k spaces of the middle row. Note, these v components do not occur in either the top or bottom half of the array.
(vii.) l counts the number of arrows on the v components.
(viii.) t counts the number of swaps between the i arrowed components and the j − i − q unarrowed components.
(ix.) w counts the number of unarrowed swaps occuring among the j − i − q − t components.
The following calculations provide the generating function for H(2m + 1, n).
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Generating Functions for Rotational Symmetry
Our next step is to find a generating function for R (m,n) . Let R (m,n) count the number of m × n arrowed letter arrays that are fixed via 180 • rotation. As was the case in the previous section, the technique is to divide the underlying m × n grid into two halves, arbitrarily fill the first half with any combination of arrrowed letters that obey Remark 1.1, and then use rotational symmetry to complete the bottom half of the m × n array. Fortunately, for arrays with both dimensions even, none of the positions are fixed under rotation, and the geometric construction used to compute H(2m, 2n) can be applied to the rotational case. Thus, we can easily see that R(2m, 2n) = H(2m, 2n). Furthermore, if the underlying array has one odd dimension and one even dimension, it has a central row or column. Once again, the rotation fixes no position. Moreover, it maps the middle row/column to itself. Hence, the only way a letter from the upper half of the array can occupy a position in the middle row/column is if the rotation maps the letter to itself when the top half of the array is transformed to the bottom half of the array. These facts imply that the geometric construction used in the calculation of H(2m + 1, 2n) will apply to R(2m + 1, n) and R(2m, 
(ii.) j counts the number of components in the top L.
(iii.) i counts the number of arrowed components in the top L. Hence, there are j − i unarrowed components.
(iv.) q counts the unarrowed components that go to themselves in the bottom L. These are the only components, besides an entirely new letter, that may occupy the fixed middle position.
(v.) t counts the number of swaps between the j − i − q unarrowed components and the i arrowed components.
(vi.) s counts the number of interchanges that occur among the j − i − q − t .
The following calculations provide the generating function for R(m, n).
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Generating Function for Self Symmetrical Word Representations
Recall that an m × n word representation is self symmetric if and only if it is fixed via horizontal and vertical rotation. Let S (m,n) count the number of self symmetrical word representations. Although S (m,n) is not present in the simplified form of (2.4), for completeness sake, we will determine generating functions for S (m,n) . Since the self symmetrical elements involve two symmetry transformations, the m × n array is divided into four quadrants. The upper left quadrant is filled with arrowed letters that obey Remark 1. The second type of component present in the upper left quadrant is considered to be part of a double pair. A component is part of double pair when its image in one of the other three components is another letter orginally present in the upper left quadrant. Figure 5 .3 illustrates the six ways a double pair composed of two unarrowed components tranforms in a self symmetrical manner while Figure 5 .4 illustrates the three ways a double pair composed of one arrowed component and one unarrowed component occurs in a manner that is self symmetrical. (iii.) l counts the number of interchanges between the q arrowed and the j − q unarrowed components.
(iv.) s counts the number of interchanges between the j − q − l unarrowed components.
The following calculations provide the generating function associated with S(2m, 2n); this generating function is explicitly provided in (5.1)
The final two sums of this section enumerate the self symmetrical word patterns for arrays of dimension 2m × (2n + 1) and (2m + 1) × (2n + 1) respectively. Once again, we subdivide the underlying letter array into four quadrants. However, because of the odd dimensions, we must deal with a central column and/or row. In the case of an array with dimensions 2m × (2n + 1), we have four quadrants and a middle column. Once the central column components are placed in the quadrants, we fill the remaining free quadrants spaces via the technique use to calculate S(2m, 2n). This geometric construction is recorded in the following formula.
where, (i.) j counts the number of components that appear in the top half of the middle column.
(ii.) i counts the number of arrows appearing on the j components. Note that j − i components must be unarrowed.
(iii.) u counts the number of possible times an arrowed component in the top half of the central column, when reflected to the bottom half, interchanges with one of the j − i unarrowed components. Under horizontal reflection, the remaining i − u arrowed compoonents must go to a new image.
(iv.) v counts the number of possible double pairs that occur among the j − i − u unarrowed components.
(v.) t counts the number of j − i − u − 2v unarrowed components whose image, under horizontal reflection, is itself. The remaining j − i − u − 2v − t unarrowed components appear as an entirely new component in the bottom half of the middle column.
(vi.) P counts how many of the t components appear in the quadrants.
(vii.) p counts the number of spaces in the upper left quadrant occupied by these P components.
(viii.) Q counts how many of the 2(j − i − u − 2v − t) components appear in the quadrants.
(ix.) q counts the number of spaces in the upper left quadrant occupied by these Q components.
(x.) R counts how many of the 2(i − u) components appear in the quadrants.
(xi.) r counts the number of spaces in the upper left quadrant occupied by these R components.
(xii.) S counts how many of the 2u components appear in the quadrants.
(xiii.) s counts the number of spaces in the upper left quadrant occupied by these S components.
(xiv.) B counts how many of the 2v components appear in the quadrants.
(xv.) b counts the number of spaces in the upper left quadrant occupied by these B components.
(xvi.) k counts the number of components that occur in the free spaces of the upper left quadrant.
(xvii.) l counts the number of arrows appearing on the k components. Hence, there are k − l unarrowed components. Using basic enumerative combinatoric techniques [6] , we are able to prove that (5.2) is the generating function for S(2m, 2n + 1) 
In the case of a (2m + 1) × (2n + 1) array, the decomposition involves four quadrants and a middle cross composed of a middle column and a middle row. Once the components from the middle row are transferred to the quadrants, we fill the remaining spaces in the quadrants via the technique used to construct the arrays counted by S(2m, 2n). Finally, we deal with the fixed middle position. This position may be filled with an s m 1 component or an entirely new component. (see Figure 5 .9) The component in this middle position may be arrowed. Figure 5 .9: The four ways the middle position may be filled and still have the entire array be self symmetric. Note that X does not appear any place else but in the middle position while A is fixed under both horizontal and vertical reflection. In either case, the middle position may be arrowed.
The geometric construction described above is captured in the following algebraic forumula.
S(2m+1, 2n+1) = (viii.) l counts the number of arrows appearing on the k components. Note that k − l components must be unarrowed.
(ix.) U counts the number of possible times an arrowed component in the left half of the central row, when reflected to the right half, interchanges with one of the k − l unarrowed components. The remaining l − U arrowed compoonents must go to a new image under vertical reflection.
(x.) V counts the number of possible double pairs that occur among the k − l − U unarrowed components.
(xi.)t counts the number of k − l − U − 2V unarrowed components whose image under vertical reflection is itself. The remaining k − l − U − V −t unarrowed components appear as an entirely new component in the right half of the middle row.
(xii.) P counts how many of the t components appear in the quadrants.
(xiii.) p counts the number of spaces in the upper left quadrant occupied by these P components.
(xiv.) Q counts how many of the 2(j − i − u − 2v − t) components appear in the quadrants.
(xv.) q counts the number of spaces in the upper left quadrant occupied by these Q components.
(xvi.) R counts how many of the 2(i − u) components appear in the quadrants.
(xvii.) r counts the number of spaces in the upper left quadrant occupied by these R components.
(xviii.) S counts how many of the 2u components appear in the quadrants.
(xix). s counts the number of spaces in the upper left quadrant occupied by these S components.
(xx.) B counts how many of the 2v components appear in the quadrants.
(xxi). b counts the number of spaces in the upper left quadrant occupied by these B components.
(xxii). G counts how many of thet components appear in the quadrants.
(xxiii.) g counts the number of spaces in the upper left quadrant occupied by these G components.
(xxiv.) H counts how many of the 2(k − l − U − 2V −t) components appear in the quadrants.
(xxv.) h counts the number of spaces in the upper left quadrant occupied by these H components.
(xxvi.) F counts how many of the 2(l U ) components appear in the quadrants.
(xxvii.) f counts the number of spaces in the upper left quadrant occupied by these F components.
(xxviii.) E counts how many of the 2U components appear in the quadrants.
(xxix.)ẽ counts the number of spaces in the upper left quadrant occupied by these E components.
(xxx.) D counts how many of the 2V components appear in the quadrants.
(xxxi.)d counts the number of spaces in the upper left quadrant occupied by these D components.
(xxxii.) X counts the number of components that occur in the free spaces of the upper left quadrant.
(xxxiii.) x counts the number of arrows appearing on the x components. Note, there are X − x unarrowed components. Using standard combinatoric techniques [6] , we are able to compute the generating function for S(2m + 1, 2n + 1). This generating function is given by Equation (5.3).
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Conclusion
By using a particular decomposition of the Bell Numbers [4], [5] , [6] , [7] and applying various symmetry transformations to m × n rectangular arrays, we discovered the three classes of exponential generating functions that are needed to calculate an upper bound for the number of m × n word representations modulo symmetry. The number of m × n word representations modulo symmetry is almost the same as the cardinality of the basis associated with M (m,n) . [1] , [2] In order to exactly predict the cardinality of the aforementioned basis, we need to apply the Bulge Rule to the set of m × n word representations enumerated by Equation (2.4). [1] , [2] Thus, future research should concentrate on how the arrow constraints associated with the Bulge Rule will provide the actual basis size for M (m,n) , the cellular automaton that determines how an m×n×p proper array evolves into and m × n × (p + 1) proper array .
Another promising avenue of research involves square arrays; this is the case when m = n. Since a square array has eight symmetry transformations, the formula used to determine an upper bound for the m × m word representations modulo symmetry will be more complicated than the corresponding formula that appeared in Section 2 (see Equation (2.4)). The author is in the process of calculating the generating functions necessary for predicting the upper bound on the cardinality of the set of m × m word representations. The ultimate goal will be to adapt the geometric constructions used in the enumeration of m × n word representations to the case of m × m arrowed letter arrays, apply the Bulge Rule to this set of m × m word representations, and hence be able to predict the size of M (m,n) for all intergers m and n.
